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Abstract
The asymptotic structure of the Pauli-Fierz theory at spatial infinity is investigated in four space-
time dimensions. Boundary conditions on the massless spin-2 field that are invariant under an
infinite-dimensional group of non-trivial “improper” gauge symmetries are given. The compatibil-
ity of these boundary conditions with invariance of the theory under Lorentz boosts is a subtle
issue which is investigated in depth and leads to the identification of the improper gauge symme-
tries with the pure BMS supertranslations. It is also shown how rigid Poincaré transformations
and improper gauge symmetries of the free Pauli-Fierz theory merge into the full BMS group as
one switches on the gravitational coupling. Contrary to the massless spin-1 case, where invariance
under boosts is implemented differently and where important differences between the free and the
interacting cases have been exhibited recently, the free Pauli-Fierz theory and general relativity
show very similar behaviours at spatial infinity.
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1 Introduction
The study of the asymptotic properties of gravity in the asymptotically flat context is a remarkably
rich subject that has undergone a revived interest in the last years [1]. The group of asymptotic
symmetries (analysed either at null infinity [2–8] or at spatial infinity [9–15]) is infinite-dimensional
and called the “BMS group”. It contains, besides the anticipated Poincaré transformations, an
infinite number of “supertranslations” parametrized by one arbitrary function of the angles (co-
ordinates on the 2-sphere). While the Poincaré transformations are just the isometries of the
background Minkowski space to which the geometry is asymptotic at infinity, the meaning of the
pure supertranslations (i.e., of the supertranslations that are not standard translations) is more
subtle and has been brought later in terms of geometric constructions at null infinity [16–18].
In order to shed further light on the emergence of the BMS group and the nature of the
supertranslations, we analyse in this paper the asymptotic symmetries of the free massless spin-2
theory (Pauli-Fierz theory [19]). The analysis is carried out at spatial infinity and uses concepts
that are directly available there.
It turns out – and we want to stress it from the outset – that Poincaré invariance (more precisely,
invariance under Lorentz boosts) plays a central role in the analysis. Indeed, as we shall show,
compatibility of a symplectic action of the Poincaré group with boundary conditions at spatial
infinity that leads to a non-trivial infinite-dimensional asymptotic symmetry group, is a subtle
question that has an important impact on the asymptotic structure.
Given the importance of Poincaré invariance, we now give a brief overview of where it comes into
play. The discussion also exhibits somewhat unanticipated differences between the free massless
spin-1 and spin-2 fields.
Pure supertranslations
The Pauli-Fierz theory is a Lorentz-invariant theory for a symmetric tensor hµν , formulated in
Minkowski space. It possesses an abelian gauge symmetry parametrized by a vector field. From
that point of view, it appears to be a direct generalization of the free Maxwell theory, differing
only in the tensorial nature of the dynamical fields and of the gauge parameters. In spite of their
formal similarities, we shall see that there is, however, an important difference between the free
spin-1 and free spin-2 massless theories in the way relativistic invariance is made compatible with
the asymptotic structure. This is the major dissimilarity between the two dynamical systems that
we alluded to above. The different implementation of Lorentz invariance for the spin-2 theory leads
to a reduction of the size of the group of “improper” (sometimes called “global” or “large”) gauge
transformations of the Pauli-Fierz theory with respect to what a naive generalization from spin-1
to spin-2 would wrongly suggest.
To be more specific, we recall that among the gauge symmetries of a gauge theory, those that
do not have a vanishing charge (given by a non-trivial surface integral) do change the physical state
of the system. They were called “improper gauge transformations” in the article [20], which gave
illuminating insights into that question, and we shall adopt that terminology here. By contrast,
the gauge transformations with a generator that vanishes for all field configurations correspond to
redundancies that must be factored out. They are called “proper”.
The gauge symmetries of the vector potential of the Maxwell theory take the form
δǫAµ = ∂µǫ (1.1)
where the gauge parameter ǫ is a scalar. Among these, some are proper and some are improper. The
distinction between the two can be made only after precise boundary conditions on the fields have
been given. This was achieved in [21], where it was shown that the improper gauge transformations
were characterized by a single function of the angles on the sphere at infinity that can be connected
– although in a somewhat subtle way – with the asymptotic form of the single gauge parameter ǫ
(see also [22,23] for studies of the asymptotics of the electromagnetic field at spatial infinity). The
improper gauge symmetry group of the spin-1 theory is therefore described by “angle-dependent
u(1) transformations”, in complete agreement with the null infinity findings [24–31].
The gauge symmetries of the free spin-2 theory are
δǫhµν = ∂µǫν + ∂νǫµ , (1.2)
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where ǫµ is now a vector and is accordingly described by four independent spacetime functions.
The great similarity between the symmetry transformations (1.1) of the free massless spin-1 theory
and (1.2) of the free massless spin-2 theory might lead one to expect that the asymptotic symme-
tries of the Pauli-Fierz theory are just the fourfold of those of the Maxwell theory, the improper
gauge transformations being parametrized by the asymptotic values of ǫµ. As we show in this
paper, it turns out that this is not correct, but due to asymptotic subtleties, the improper gauge
transformations of the Pauli-Fierz theory are parametrized by a single function of the angles, and
not four.
The reduction from four functions of the angles to one function of the angles is the result of
asymptotic conditions that relate the asymptotic form of the allowed angular gauge transformations
to the asymptotic form of the radial gauge transformations. These reduction conditions, which
have no analog in electromagnetism, are crucial because they naturally implement the request that
the Lorentz boosts should have a canonical action, guaranteeing a well-defined moment map for the
full Poincaré group, which appears as a rigid symmetry group in the linearized spin-2 theory. They
are also somewhat reminiscent to conditions arising in the asymptotically AdS context [32, 33].
We recall that a “symmetry” of a theory is more than just a transformation leaving the boundary
conditions invariant. It should also leave the action invariant. Thus, by “Poincaré invariance”, we
mean not only invariance of the boundary conditions under Poincaré transformations but, equally
crucially, invariance of the Pauli-Fierz action itself up to boundary terms at the initial and final
times but not at spatial infinity. Invariance of the action guarantees that the transformations are
canonical since they will automatically leave the symplectic form strictly invariant (and not just
invariant up to a surface term). The relativistic invariance of the action up to boundary terms is
guaranteed by the Lorentz covariance of the Pauli-Fierz Lagrangian density, but the vanishing of the
boundary terms at spatial infinity (for all configurations fulfilling the given boundary conditions)
turns out to be a non-trivial requirement.
Turning on the gravitational coupling
The fact that the improper gauge symmetries of the free spin-2 theory match in number the BMS
supertranslations of the full Einstein theory enables one to view these BMS supertranslations as
the “lifts” to the nonlinear Einstein theory of the improper gauge transformations of the Pauli-
Fierz theory. This is a non-trivial property since in the Maxwell case, the direct lift at spatial
infinity of the infinite-dimensional symmetry algebra of angle-dependent u(1) transformations to
the nonlinear Yang-Mills case is obstructed due to difficulties with the boosts [34]. The asymptotic
symmetries can therefore be affected by the interactions, and this opens the logical possibility that
the free spin-2 theory could have a larger asymptotic symmetry group than general relativity. Our
results show that this is not the case.
As one switches on the interactions in the spin-2 theory, the improper gauge symmetries of
the free theory merge with the rigid Poincaré symmetries to form the entire BMS group (which
is composed only of improper diffeomorphisms in the full Einstein theory). We also clarify in this
paper how this is realized. In particular, we indicate why the asymptotic translations are not
counted twice, once as emerging from the rigid translation subgroup of the Poincaré group and
once as emerging from the improper gauge symmetries of the free theory with constant coefficients.
The answer to this question has interesting group theoretical roots and is given in our analysis.
Boosts thus play a crucial role in the structure of the asymptotic symmetries. We have found
that Einstein’s theory behaves in that respect as the free Pauli-Fierz theory at spatial infinity, in
contrast to the massless spin-1 situation. It is not inappropriate to recall in that context that the
“boost problem” takes a very different form in general relativity and in Yang-Mills theory [35],
where it was also found that Einstein’s theory behaves for that question as a free theory.
Organization of paper
Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we recall the action and the gauge symmetries
of the free Pauli-Fierz theory. We then formulate in Section 3 the boundary conditions, paying
due attention to finiteness of the action. Section 4 is devoted to the conditions resulting from the
requirement that the boosts should have a symplectic action and works out their main consequences.
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The electromagnetic situation is compared and contrasted. In Section 5, we derive the charge-
generators of the symmetries and show in particular that the boost and rotation generators must
be supplemented by non-trivial surface integrals in addition to their standard non vanishing bulk
piece. The algebra of the charges, and how pure supertranslations and translations algebraically
fit together, are questions discussed in Section 6. Section 7 rederives the charges of the free Pauli-
Fierz theory from the weak field expansion of the charges of the Einstein theory. Section 8 contains
conclusions and comments. Finally, four appendices of a more technical nature complete our paper.
2 Action and gauge symmetries
2.1 Action
We start with the action of linearized gravity on Minkowski spacetime in Hamiltonian form, which
reads,
I[hij , π
ij , n, ni] =
ˆ
dtd3x
(
πij h˙ij − E − nG − niGi
)
. (2.1)
Here, the dynamical fields are the conjugate pairs (πij , hij), while n and n
i are the Lagrange
multipliers associated to the following constraints
G = −√γ(∇i∇jhij −△h) , (2.2)
Gi = −2∇jπij . (2.3)
The symbol ∇i denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the flat Euclidean metric γij (= δij
in cartesian coordinates) and △ ≡ ∇i∇i. Indices are lowered and raised with the flat metric γij .
Lastly, γ is its determinant. While we shall use cartesian coordinates where ∇i = ∂i and γ = 1,
we shall also find it convenient to work in polar coordinates where the Christoffel symbols do not
vanish.
The energy and momentum densities are given by
E = 1√
γ
(
πijπij − π
2
2
)
+
√
γ
(
1
4
∇khij∇khij − 1
2
∇jhij∇khik + 1
4
∇ih∇ih
)
+
√
γ∇l
(
−hij∇lhij − hil∇ih+ 3
2
hlj∇ihij + 1
2
hij∇ihjl
)
+
1
2
hG , (2.4)
Pi = −2∂j
(
πjkhik
)
+ πjk∂ihjk , (2.5)
respectively. In (2.4), one may drop the last term if one so wishes, proportional to the constraints.
The action (2.1) follows from the canonical action for gravity [36, 37] upon linearization. The
derivation is recalled in Appendix A.
2.2 Symmetries
The Einstein-Hilbert action from which the free massless spin-2 theory descends is invariant under
diffeomorphisms. This endows the Pauli-Fierz action with both rigid and gauge symmetries (see
Appendix A).
2.2.1 Covariant expression
The rigid symmetries are the background symmetries and take the form
δξhµν = Lξhµν , (2.6)
where the Lie derivative of hµν is given by
Lξhµν = ξρ∂ρhµν + ∂µξρhρν + ∂νξρhµρ (2.7)
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and where ξµ is a Killing vector of the Minkowskian metric (LξgMinkowskiµν = 0) and thus an
infinitesimal Poincaré transformation. The gauge transformations (proper and improper) are the
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms of the background metric and read
δǫhµν = LǫgMinkowskiµν = ∇µǫν +∇νǫµ , (2.8)
where ǫµ is an arbitrary vector field, submitted only to asymptotic conditions that will be made
precise below.
The Poincaré transformations are linear in the fields hµν while the gauge transformations do
not depend on them. Putting the two together, one has
δξ,ǫhµν = Lξhµν +∇µǫν +∇νǫµ , (2.9)
which reduces to
δξ,ǫhµν = Lξhµν + ∂µǫν + ∂νǫµ (2.10)
in Minkowskian coordinates.
It is clear from (2.8) that if ǫµ itself is a Killing vector of the Minkowski metric, it has no action
on the field hµν . The symmetry transformations are thus redundant and we can factor the space of
the ǫµ’s by the Poincaré transformations (already contained in the ξµ’s) to avoid the redundancy.
It is also clear that we have the freedom to redefine the rigid symmetries Lξhµν by adding
to them a gauge symmetry δǫ(ξ)hµν , where the gauge symmetry parameter ǫµ(ξ) is some definite
function of the Poincaré Killing vectors. This freedom will turn out to be crucial when analysing
the integrability of the boost generators.
To discuss the dynamical implementation of the symmetries and the corresponding moment
map, it is convenient to revert to the Hamiltonian formulation. Our first task is thus to rewrite
the above symmetries in Hamiltonian form.
2.2.2 Poincaré transformations in Hamiltonian form
We first consider the rigid Poincaré symmetries. The transformations of the canonical conjugate
pairs can be obtained from the variations of the Lagrangian variables of the free theory through
standard methods. Alternatively, one can just linearize the known Poincaré transformations rules
in the full Einstein theory. Either way, one gets, with (ξµ)→ (ξ⊥ ≡ ξ, ξi),
δξhij =
2ξ√
γ
(
πij − 1
2
γijπ
)
+ Lξhij , (2.11)
δξπ
ij =
1
2
√
γξ
(
△hij +∇i∇jh− 2∇(i∇khj)k
)
+
1
2
√
γ∇kξ
[
∇khij − 2∇(ihj)k + γij (2∇lhkl −∇kh)]
+
√
γ△ξ hij +√γγij∇k∇lξ hkl − 2√γ∇k∇(iξ hj)k
−1
2
√
γ
(∇i∇jξ − γij△ξ)h− 1
2
γijξ G + Lξπij . (2.12)
The first two terms in the last line of (2.12) come from the (−1/2)hG term in E . Furthermore,
Lξhij and Lξπij are the spatial Lie derivatives,
Lξhij = 2hk(i∂j)ξk + ξk∂khij , (2.13)
Lξπij = −2∂kξ(iπj)k + ∂k
(
ξkπij
)
. (2.14)
In Minkowskian coordinates, the generators ξ and ξi of the Poincaré group take the form
ξ = bix
i + a0, ξi = bijx
j + ai, (2.15)
where bi, bij = −bji, a0 and ai are constants (we consider fixed time slices, and at any given time,
one may absorb the term bix0 in ξi in the space translation ai).
As we pointed out in the previous section, there is some ambiguity in the form of the Poincaré
transformations, to which one can add some definite gauge transformation.
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2.2.3 Gauge symmetries in Hamiltonian form
The gauge symmetry transformations read, in Hamiltonian form,
δǫhij = ∇iǫj +∇jǫi , (2.16)
δǫπ
ij =
√
γ
(∇i∇jǫ − γij△ǫ) . (2.17)
It is again clear that if we take for (ǫ, ǫi) the Killing vectors (2.15) of Minkowski space, one gets
identically zero.
As shown below, the boundary conditions on hij and π
ij contain in particular the requirements
that hij = O(
1
r
) and πij = O( 1
r2
). The gauge transformations (2.16) that preserve the condition
hij = O(
1
r
) must fulfill ∂iǫj+∂jǫi = O(
1
r
), from which one gets ∂i∂jǫk = O(
1
r2
). A first integration
yields ∂jǫk = bjk +O(
1
r
), where bjk are constants (see Appendix B). A second integration implies
then
ǫk = bkjx
j + ak ln r + fk(n) +O
(
1
r
)
, (2.18)
where bkj is antisymmetric, bkj = −bjk, in order to fulfill the original equation, ak are constants
and fk(n) are functions of the angles only (see again Appendix B; n is the unit normal to the
spheres centered at the origin, ni = x
i
r
, and depends only on the angles on the spheres).
The logarithmic term yields the contribution 1
r
(ainj + ajni) to hij and hence
2
r
a · n to hrr.
But there are extra boundary conditions that imply that the leading order of hrr should be even
under the parity transformation n → −n (see Eq. (3.17) below), forcing the constant vector ai
to be zero1. Furthermore, bkjx
j defines an isometry of Euclidean space (rotation) and so can be
discarded since it yields no variation of the fields. This means that without loss of generality we
can assume
ǫk = ǫk(n) +O
(
1
r
)
(2.19)
and this is what we shall do from now on.
There is still some redundancy in the description since the spatial translations are contained
in (2.19). A consistency condition, which will be verified to hold below, is that they should yield
a zero charge (as gauge transformations, not as part of the rigid Poincaré symmetry group).
A similar reasoning, using the asymptotic form of πij given below, shows that one can take
ǫ = ǫ(n) +O
(
1
r
)
(2.20)
and this is the form of ǫ that we shall adopt from now on. Again, there is still a redundancy, given
by the time translations (zero mode of f).
As we shall show in Section 4 below, the functions ǫk(n) will be subject to further conditions,
given by (4.19).
3 Asymptotic conditions and symplectic structure
The boundary conditions on the conjugate pairs (hij , π
ij) define the allowed phase space config-
urations to be included in the theory and complete thereby the definition of phase space. We
present in this paper boundary conditions that make the canonical action “
´
dt(pq˙ − H)” finite
off-shell (and not just on-shell) without need for regularization. This enables one to use standard
Hamiltonian methods and, in particular to construct appropriate moment maps, without having
to deal with infinities, the removal of which might involve ambiguities.
As in the Maxwell theory and in the Einstein theory, the boundary conditions on hij and π
ij
involve three ingredients [14, 15]:
1. fall-off conditions;
1The logarithmic term defines “logarithmic” translations [38, 39] and is part of a wider class of transformations,
the “logarithmic supertranslations” where ak is allowed to depend on the angles. We are currently carrying the task
of devising consistent, more flexible, boundary conditions which incorporate these logarithmic transformations as
(improper) gauge symmetries [40].
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2. “gauge-twisted” parity conditions on the leading terms in the asymptotic expansion, which
generalize the strict parity conditions of [41] in order to accommodate the BMS symmetry;
3. (technical:) stronger fall-off of the constraints than the one dictated by the fall-off of the
fields.
A fourth key ingredient will be needed below (Section 4), namely, a stronger fall-off of the mixed
radial-angular components of hij , but we do not impose it at first as we want to stress how the
need for it arises. This fourth ingredient is present in the complete Einstein theory but has no
direct analog in the Maxwell case.
3.1 Cartesian coordinates
The fall-off of the spin-2 field and its conjugate momentum is the one characteristic of massless
fields and reads
hij =
hij(n)
r
+
h
(2)
ij (n)
r2
+O
(
1
r3
)
, (3.1)
πij =
πij(n)
r2
+
πij(2)(n)
r3
+O
(
1
r4
)
. (3.2)
These conditions are supplemented by gauge-twisted parity conditions. In order to formulate
them, we decompose the leading terms into even and odd parts under the parity transformation
n→ −n,
hij = (hij)
even + (hij)
odd . (3.3)
We do not assume that hij is strictly even, i.e., that (hij)
odd vanishes. Rather, we allow here for a
“twist” by a non-vanishing (hij)
odd which is imposed to take the form of a gauge transformation,
(hij)
odd = ∇iζj + ∇jζi , (3.4)
while (hij)
even remains arbitrary. The vector ζj describes a gauge transformation and so must
asymptotically behave as in (2.19). Furthermore, we can assume, as we have done, that it reduces to
its leadingO(r0) part ζj (subleading terms will modify only the unrestricted subleading components
of hij), and that this leading part ζj is even, since the contribution of the odd part can be absorbed
in a redefinition of (hij)
even. The form of (ζi)
even will be found in Section 4 to need further
restrictions (specifically through (4.12)), but again, at this stage, we keep it unrestricted, to show
how these further conditions arise.
Similarly, for the conjugate momenta π¯ij we assume the following twisted parity condition
πij = (πij)
odd + (πij)
even , (3.5)
where the odd component (πij)
odd is arbitrary and where (πij)
even takes the form of a gauge
transformation,
(πij)
even = ∇i∇jV − δij△V . (3.6)
The O(r0) function V (n) is assumed to be even.
The constraints (2.2), (2.3) are linear in the fields and homogeneous in derivatives. Thus, they
split into independent equations for each order in the asymptotic expansion. When the fields
obey the decay (3.1)-(3.2), the constraint functions G and Gi are of order O(1/r3). The third
ingredient in the asymptotic boundary conditions is that the only allowed off-shell configurations
should be such that G and Gi are of order O(1/r4) (the leading term and the subleading term in
the constraint equations are fulfilled, but we allow off-shell configurations that may not obey the
subsequent lowest order of the constraints).
We therefore impose
(∇i∇j − δij△)(hij(n)
r
)
= 0 , ∇i
(
πij(n)
r2
)
= 0 . (3.7)
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Because the improper gauge components satisfy the constraints, which are invariant under proper
and improper gauge transformations, Eqn. (3.7) reduces to
(∇i∇j − δij△)( (hij)even(n)
r
)
= 0 , ∇i
(
(πij)
odd(n)
r2
)
= 0 . (3.8)
There is no contribution of ζi and V in (3.8).
The boundary conditions can easily be checked to be Poincaré invariant. This is because the
boosts and spatial rotations have a definite odd parity and furthermore, pure gauge (proper or
improper) variations of the variables remain pure gauge. In addition, the constraints are first class
and preserved order by order under Poincaré transformations.
The boundary conditions are also invariant under the gauge transformations, provided the
gauge parameters behave as in (2.19) and (2.20).
3.2 Finiteness of the action
Any phase space history (hij(t, x
k), πij(t, xk)) obeying the above boundary conditions make the
action finite, independently as to whether it fulfills the equations of motion.
To see this, we note that there are two terms in the action, i.e. , the “kinetic term
´
dtpq˙”,
which defines the symplectic structure, and the term involving the Hamiltonian. Since the energy
density E decays as 1/r4 at infinity, this second term is manifestly finite.
We only need to consider the kinetic term. The reason that parity conditions are imposed on
top of the decay (3.1)-(3.2) is actually precisely the need to make the kinetic term in the action
and the corresponding symplectic form finite. They would otherwise be plagued by logarithmic
divergences. We impose twisted parity conditions as opposed to strict parity conditions, because
strict parity conditions might require an improper gauge fixing and hence are not always available.
This is exactly as in the full nonlinear theory, and the verification that the kinetic term is finite
proceeds exactly as in [14,15]. This verification uses the fact that the leading term of the constraint
functions is zero.
It is not a surprise that the proof of finiteness of the kinetic term proceeds as in the full Einstein
theory, since the kinetic term takes the same form and the boundary conditions at infinity are the
same. It is a rather generic reasoning, which is also valid for electromagnetism [21]. The differences
with the Maxwell theory appear at a later stage.
Another way to deal with the logarithmic divergence would be to impose no parity conditions at
all but subtract the generically divergent term limr→∞ log r
´
dtdθdϕπij h˙ij to regulate the action
and the symplectic form [11]. This is not the path followed here since it is not necessary to allow
a more general asymptotic behaviour to get an interesting asymptotic structure. Our procedure
is manifestly finite throughout, consistently avoiding infinities and enabling one to use the meth-
ods of finite-dimensional Hamiltonian mechanics without having to bring in regularizations. In
particular, if the phase space vector field defined by the evolution equations leaves the symplectic
form invariant – strictly and not just up to a surface term –, it has a well-defined generator (the
Hamiltonian!) and the classical solutions of the equations (with suitable boundary conditions at
initial and final times) are true stationary points of the action – and not just stationary points up
to surface terms at spatial infinity.
To avoid a possible source of confusion, we end this section with a comment on our conventions
for evaluating the asymptotic behaviour of integrals involving fields expressed in cartesian coordi-
nates, e.g.,
´
d3xπij h˙ij . We first compute π
ij h˙ij in cartesian coordinates, and then go to spherical
coordinates (xi) → (r, θ, ϕ). The Jacobian brings in r2 sin θ, (d3x)cartesian = r2 sin θdrdθdϕ. Of
course, one gets the same result when dealing directly with fields expressed in spherical coordinates,
since the integral of a density of weight one is invariant. The factor r2 sin θ does not originate then
from any Jacobian since (d3x)spherical = drdθdϕ but from the field π
ij (or any other similar field),
which carries a unit density weight. The context should always make the derivation clear.
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3.3 Spherical coordinates
3.3.1 Asymptotic conditions
The flat metric −dt2 + δijdxidxj reads, in spherical coordinates,
ds2 = −dt2 + dr2 + γABdxAdxB , (3.9)
where
γAB = r
2γAB . (3.10)
Here, γAB is the metric on the round unit sphere, and x
A are coordinates on the sphere which we
will call “the angles”. With the traditional variables θ and ϕ one has γABdx
AdxB = dθ2+sin2 θdϕ2.
We denote the covariant derivative on the unit sphere by DA and we set △ ≡ DADBγAB ≡ DADA
(barred quantities live on the unit sphere, and we lower and raise their indices with the metric γAB
and its inverse γAB).
The form of the antipodal map depends on the coordinates being used on the sphere. With θ
and ϕ, it is θ → π − θ and ϕ → ϕ + π. We shall assume for definiteness that we have chosen the
“angles” xA such that the antipodal map reads xA → −xA.
In spherical coordinates, the above fall-off of the metric components is
hrr =
1
r
h¯rr +
1
r2
h(2)rr +O(r−3) , (3.11)
hrA = λ¯A +
1
r
h
(2)
rA +O(r−2) , (3.12)
hAB = rh¯AB + h
(2)
AB +O(r−1) , (3.13)
while the asymptotic conditions on the momentum are given by
πrr = π¯rr +
1
r
πrr(2) +O(r−2) , (3.14)
πrA =
1
r
π¯rA +
1
r2
πrA(2) +O(r−3) , (3.15)
πAB =
1
r2
π¯AB +
1
r3
πAB(2) +O(r−4) . (3.16)
The parity conditions under the antipodal map on the leading order components of the spin-2 field
and its conjugate momentum read in polar coordinates,
hrr = even , λA = (λA)
odd +DAζr − ζA , (3.17)
πrr = (πrr)odd − √γ△V , πrA = (πrA)even −√γDAV , (3.18)
πAB = (πAB)odd +
√
γ(D
A
D
B
V − γAB△V ) , (3.19)
hAB = (hAB)
even +DAζB +DBζA + 2γABζr . (3.20)
One has ζidx
i = ζrdr + ζAdx
A with ζA = rζA(x
B). The radial component ζr is odd, while the
angular components ζA are even. The function V is even. We repeat that λA and ζA will need
further restrictions, discussed in Section 4 below (see Eq. (4.11)).
3.3.2 Symmetries
The Poincaré vector fields read, in spherical coordinates,
ξ = br + a0, (3.21)
ξr = w1, (3.22)
ξA = Y A +
1
r
D¯Aw1 , (3.23)
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where b ≡ bini and w1 ≡ ai ∂r∂xi = aini depend only on the angles and where a0 is a constant. The
Y A’s are the components of a Killing vector on the sphere with unit round metric γAB,
Y A
∂
∂xA
=
1
2
bijx
i ∂
∂xj
, Y A =
1
2
bijY Aij , (3.24)
where the Y Aij = −Y Aji ’s form a basis of such Killing vectors and close in the Lie bracket according
to the so(3) algebra. With the obvious redefinition bij = ǫijkm
k, one has
Y = m1Y(1) +m
2Y(2) +m
3Y(3) , (3.25)
where
Y(1) = − sinϕ
∂
∂θ
− cos θ
sin θ
cosϕ
∂
∂ϕ
, (3.26)
Y(2) = cosϕ
∂
∂θ
− cos θ
sin θ
sinϕ
∂
∂ϕ
, (3.27)
Y(3) =
∂
∂ϕ
. (3.28)
The function b = bi
xi
r
is defined on the 2-sphere and reads
b = b1 sin θ cosϕ+ b2 sin θ sinϕ+ b3 cos θ, (3.29)
The form
ξAtranslation =
1
r
D¯Aw1
of the angular components ai ∂x
A
∂xi
of the translations is most easily understood from the Killing
equation LξγrA = 0 for the flat metric γij in spherical coordinates, which reads (∂rξB)r2γAB +
∂Aξ
r = 0, from which the result derives (there is no O(r0) piece in the translations). One has
explicitly for the three independent translations along x, y, z and the corresponding w1’s,
∂
∂x
= sin θ cosϕ
∂
∂r
+
1
r
cos θ cosϕ
∂
∂θ
− 1
r
sinϕ
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ
(w1 = sin θ cosϕ), (3.30)
∂
∂y
= sin θ sinϕ
∂
∂r
+
1
r
cos θ sinϕ
∂
∂θ
+
1
r
cosϕ
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ
(w1 = sin θ sinϕ), (3.31)
∂
∂z
= cos θ
∂
∂r
− 1
r
sin θ
∂
∂θ
(w1 = cos θ). (3.32)
Useful equations fulfilled by b, w1 and Y
A are
D¯AD¯Bb + γ¯ABb = 0 , D¯AD¯Bw1 + γ¯ABw1 = 0 , (3.33)
LY γ¯AB = Y C∂C γ¯AB + ∂AY C γ¯BC + ∂BY C γ¯AC = 0 , (3.34)
The gauge transformation parameters ǫµ have the following asymptotic behaviour in spherical
coordinates, ǫ = O(r0), ǫr = O(r0) and ǫA = O(r−1).
4 Canonical realization of the boosts
4.1 Relativistic theories
The fact that the Poincaré transformations leave the boundary conditions invariant simply means
that these are well-defined within phase space and thus allowed transformations, mapping a phase
point on a phase space point. The validity of this property is only the first step in the establishment
of Poincaré invariance.
Relativistic invariance of the theory means indeed not only that phase space is mapped on itself
by a Poincaré transformation, but also that the action is invariant. We now turn to this second
condition.
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As we have already emphasized many times, the Hamiltonian action is the sum of two terms,
namely, the kinetic term which is linear in the time derivatives, and the Hamiltonian term, which
does not depend on them. Invariance of the action under phase space transformations (not involving
the time derivatives of the canonical variables) is equivalent to separate invariance of the kinetic
term and of the Hamiltonian.
Invariance of the kinetic term implies invariance of the underlying symplectic structure Ω =´
d3xdV π
ij ∧ dV hij , where dV is the exterior derivative in field space. This invariance expresses
that the transformation is canonical and reads LXΩ = 0, where X is the vector field in field space
corresponding to the transformation, and where LX is the Lie derivative along X in field space.
Using the formula LX = ιXdV + dV ιX and dV Ω = 0, the invariance condition is easily seen to be
equivalent to dV (ιXΩ) = 0 from which one derives ιXΩ = −dV F for some generator F determined
up to an arbitrary constant.
The condition dV (ιXΩ) = 0 on the vector field X is often called “integrability condition for
the generator F ” since the equation dV F = −ιXΩ for F is integrable if and only if the condition
dV (ιXΩ) = 0 holds.
Once the existence of the canonical generator F is established, the invariance of the Hamiltonian
amounts to the condition [F,H ] = 0. [If the transformation depends explicitly on time, the
condition [F,H ] = 0 becomes ∂tF+[F,H ] = 0. This is relevant to non-abelian symmetry algebras.]
The vector field X defining the infinitesimal Poincaré transformation is given by (2.11) and
(2.12) with ξ and ξi given by (2.15).
4.2 Integrability of the boost generators
We want to check dV (ιXΩ = 0) for the boosts, for which a
0 = 0 = bij = a
k and so ξ = b(xA)r,
ξk = 0. This is the most delicate point in showing that the theory is relativistic because the boost
vector fields grow linearly in r and yield surface terms that are more intricate. The other Poincaré
transformations can be straightforwardly checked to be canonical.
As we mentioned already, boosts, as all rigid symmetries, are defined up to a gauge symmetry.
It turns out to be necessary for integrability to add to the boosts a gauge transformation with
parameter
ǫ(b) ≡ bF, (⇒ ǫ(b) = 0 if b = 0) (4.1)
where F is a function of the fields to be given below. This is a transformation of order one. Being
of order one, it is subleading with respect to br, but because it involves the fields, it has a non-
trivial dV and plays for that reason an essential role in ensuring integrability of the boost charges.
This “correcting” gauge transformation is actually included here for that reason, to take care of a
non-integrable term containing dV hAB and dV hrr (independent of λA) coming from the variation
of the symplectic form under the original Poincaré boost, which it compensates. Other subleading
terms fixed by b will actually be needed below but it is not necessary to know them now because
they do not affect integrability and contain only the momenta.
With (ξ, ξk) = (b(xA)r, 0), we find, upon partial integrations and using the fact that
ˆ
d3x dV π
ij dV πij =
ˆ
d3x dV h
ij dV hij = 0,
that dV (ιξΩ) reduces to a surface term,
dV (ιξΩ) =
ˆ
d3x [dV (δξπ
ij) dV hij + dV π
ij dV (δξhij)] , (4.2)
=
˛
d2Sl
[
− 1
2
ξ
(
dV h
ij∇jdV h+ dV h∇jdV hij + dV hjk∇idV hjk
−2dV hjk∇jdV hik + dV h∇idV h
)
− 1
2
∇jξdV hdV hij
]
. (4.3)
That there is no bulk contribution in dV (ιξΩ) is actually a consistency condition that must
hold. It reflects the fact that the bulk Lagrangian is relativistic, so that the action is invariant
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under Poincaré transformations up to surface terms. Failure to satisfy dV (ιξΩ) = 0 can therefore
only arise from non-vanishing surface terms. The form of these surface terms depend evidently on
the boundary conditions and therefore, these terms can be analysed only after precise boundary
conditions have been given.
With strict parity conditions, the integrand of (4.3) would be even, yielding dV (ιξΩ) = 0 since
d2Sl ∼ nl is odd. The non-vanishing of dV (ιξΩ) arises from the fact that we adopt parity conditions
involving a twist by improper gauge transformations.
Using the Killing equation for the boost parameter (3.33), and the property that the Hamil-
tonian constraint is imposed up to the leading order G(1) ≈ 0, we find that the surface integral
reads
dV (ιξΩ) = −
ˆ
dθdϕ
√
γ
[
b dV hdV
(
hrr +DAλ
A
)
−DAb dV λAdV h+ bDAdV λBdV hAB
)]
, (4.4)
which is not zero. Here, h ≡ hABγAB. The failure of dV (ιξΩ) to vanish is a problem that must be
cured since otherwise, the boosts would not be true symmetries of the theory.
The surface term at infinity (4.4) is actually exactly the same as in the full gravitational theory.
Thus although the Lorentz boosts do not coincide in the Pauli-Fierz theory and in the full Einstein
theory, the former being the linearization of the latter, we fall back at this point on the already
studied Einstein case and one can therefore repeat the arguments of [15], to which we refer the
reader.
There are two types of terms in dV (ιξΩ): (i) terms that do not involve λA, namely−b dV h dV hrr;
(ii) terms linear in λA, which vanish when λA = 0.
We first consider the term independent of λA. To compensate for it, we perform simultaneously
with the Lorentz boost a gauge transformation with gauge parameter (4.1). For such a ǫµ, one
gets
dV (ιǫΩ) = −
˛
d2Si
[
dV ǫ∇j
(
dV h
ij − γijdV h
)−∇jdV ǫ (dV hij − γijdV h)] , (4.5)
= −2
ˆ
dθdϕ
√
γ b dV FdV
(
hrr +DAλ
A
)
. (4.6)
Adding both equations (4.4) and (4.6), one has
dV (ιξΩ) + dV (ιǫΩ) = −
ˆ
dθdϕ
√
γ¯
[
2b
(
dV F +
1
2
dV h¯
)
dV
(
h¯rr + D¯Aλ¯
A
)
−D¯Ab dV λ¯AdV h¯+ bD¯AdV λ¯BdV h¯AB
]
. (4.7)
In order to get rid of the first term, we set
F = −1
2
h¯ , (4.8)
from which it follows that the right-hand side of dV (ιξΩ) + dV (ιǫΩ) reduces toˆ
dθdϕ
√
γ
[
DAb dV λ
A
dV h¯− bDAdV λBdV hAB
]
.
This term vanishes if one sets λA = 0. Alternative ways to make dV (ιξΩ) + dV (ιǫΩ) vanish were
explored in [15] and shown there to be equivalent to λA = 0 up to proper (and thus admissible)
gauge transformations2. The condition λA = 0 is the fourth ingredient in the asymptotic conditions
announced at the opening of Section 3 above.
2The situation is the following: by the gauge transformation with gauge parameters χr = 0, χA = rλA, one can
set λA = 0. But this gauge transformation has a generator that is on-shell equal to
¸
dθdϕλApi
rA, which generically
does not vanish in the absence of any condition on λA. To achieve λA = 0 would appear therefore to need more
than a mere proper gauge transformation in a theory where λA would be unrestricted. However, the conditions on
λA studied in [15] that ensure integrability also make
¸
dθdϕλApi
rA vanish and hence enable one to set λA equal
to zero by a proper gauge transformation.
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To summarize, this additional requirement arises because the boosts are not automatically
canonical transformations once we relax the conditions on the fields from strict parity conditions
to twisted parity conditions. The failure is a non-vanishing surface term. Something must be done
in order to kill it and to ensure relativistic invariance. This is why the condition:
4. The mixed radial-angular component of the metric vanishes to leading order
λA ≡ hrA = 0 (4.9)
is imposed from now on.
As direct consequences of this equation, we get from (3.17) that (λA)
odd = 0 and that the form
of the vector ζi in (3.4) or in (3.17) is restricted to fulfill
ζA = DAζr , (4.10)
a condition that has important implications.
If we set ζr = U (with U an odd function of the angles), we can rewrite (4.10) as
ζr = ∂r(rU), ζA = ∂A(rU) (4.11)
(recall that ζA = rζA), or equivalently,
ζi = ∂i(rU) . (4.12)
It follows that (3.17) is replaced by
hrr = even , λA = 0 , (4.13)
and that (3.20) becomes
hAB = (hAB)
even + 2(DADBU + γABU) , U(−n) = −U(n) . (4.14)
4.3 Consequences
4.3.1 Expansion of time component of gauge transformations
It is natural to split off the part of the gauge parameter ǫ that is dictated by the boost from the
part that is free. So we write
ǫ = ǫ(b) + T +O
(
1
r
)
, (⇔ ǫ = ǫ(b) + T ) (4.15)
where T is a function of the angles only, independent from the boosts. The function T can have both
even and odd parts under parity, but the odd part turns out to define a proper gauge transformation
(zero surface integral, see below) so that only the even part is relevant. The spherical harmonic
decomposition of the relevant T contains therefore only even harmonics and reads
T = T2 + T4 + T6 + · · · (4.16)
It starts at T2 since the zero-mode T0, which defines an isometry of Minkowski space, has no
action on the spin-2 field and can therefore be factored out as explained above (time translations
are included in ξ).
4.3.2 Boosts and spatial compensating gauge transformations
The condition λA = 0 is generically not preserved under boosts when the action of the boosts on the
canonical variables is defined as above. One must add a compensating spatial gauge transformation
ǫk(b) that brings one back to λA = 0. This transformation is easily worked out and again is the
same as in the full Einstein theory. Its parameter ǫk(b) takes the form
ǫr(b) = 0 , ǫ
A
(b) =
2b
r
√
γ
πrA , (4.17)
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which must be added to the gauge transformation with parameter ǫ(b) = bF described above.
Adding this transformation does not spoil integrability of the boost charges, which simply receive
a non-vanishing contribution from it.
It is again natural to split off the part of the gauge parameter ǫk that is dictated by the boost
from the part that is free. So we write
ǫk = ǫk(b) +W
k +O
(
1
r
)
, (⇔ ǫk = ǫk(b) +W k) (4.18)
where W k is a function of the angles only, independent from the boosts.
The other Poincaré transformations preserve as such the condition λA = 0, without the need
for compensating gauge terms. This is obvious for the time translations as well as for the spatial
rotations under which λA transforms as a vector. This is also true for the spatial translations,
because these take the form ξr = w1, ξ
A = 1
r
D¯Aw1 (with w1 = a
ini).
4.3.3 Geometrical implications of λA = 0
The condition λA = 0 restricts the available gauge transformations W
k. The same argument that
led to (4.12) shows that the vector field W k must fulfill
Wk = ∂k(rW ) , (4.19)
for some function of the angles W (n). In polar coordinates, this yields
W r =W, WA =
1
r
D
A
W . (4.20)
As the function T , the function W can have both even and odd parts under parity. But here, it
is the even part that turns out to define a proper gauge transformation (zero surface integral, see
below) so that only the odd part is relevant. The spherical harmonic decomposition of the relevant
W contains therefore only odd harmonics and reads
W = W3 +W5 +W7 + · · · (4.21)
It starts atW3 since the termW1, which corresponds to background isometries (spatial translations)
has no action on the spin-2 field when inserted in the gauge transformations and can be factored
out.
Vector fields of the form ∂k(rW ) are quite special. They are clearly hypersurface orthogonal.
The surfaces to which they are orthogonal are just given by rW = constant. This family of
surfaces is invariant under dilations r → kr, which map the surface rW = C to the surface
rW = kC. Furthermore, if W is odd, the surface rW = C is mapped on the surface rW = −C
under the parity transformation n → −n. Finally, due to their specific r-dependence (O(r0) in
cartesian coordinates), the commutator of two such vector fields is of lower order as r → ∞.
The transformations “asymptotically commute” (more precisely, their commutator is an irrelevant
proper gauge transformation).
Another interesting feature of the vector fields (4.19) is that their angular components ǫA are
completely determined by their radial component ǫr. In other words, a radial displacement ǫr is
accompanied by a definite transformation of the two-sphere. Furthermore, this transformation has
the very specific form of being a gradient, with r = constant, ǫr= constant being the lines to which
the vector field ǫA is orthogonal3.
The connection between radial and boundary displacements is to a limited extent reminiscent of
the AdS/CFT correspondence where there is also an asymptotic relation between the two [32,33].
There, however, it is somewhat the opposite since it is the radial displacement that is determined
by the boundary displacement, which must be a conformal Killing vector of the boundary. Given
the boundary displacement, the radial displacement is equal to the corresponding variation of the
scale (the integrability conditions for the existence of the radial displacement lead, in fact, to the
conformal Killing equations on the boundary).
3We stress that these transformations are subleading with respect to the homogeneous Lorentz transformations,
for which there is no such connection.
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4.3.4 Transformation law of the leading orders of the fields
It is useful, especially for computing the algebra of the charges below, to collect at this point the
variations of the leading orders of the fields under Poincaré transformations and gauge transfor-
mations, taking into account the above restrictions. One finds
δξ,ǫhrr =
b√
γ
(
πrr − πAA
)
+ Y A∂Ahrr , (4.22)
δξ,ǫhAB = LY hAB + 2(DADBW + γABW ) +
b√
γ
[
2πAB − γAB(πrr + πCC)
]
+
4√
γ
D¯(A
(
bπrB)
)
, (4.23)
δξ,ǫπ
rr = LY πrr +
√
γ
[
1
2
b
(
6hrr − h+△hrr
)
+
1
2
DAb
(
2DBh
AB −DAh
)
− 1
2
△(bh) +△T
]
, (4.24)
δξ,ǫπ
rA = LY πrA +
√
γ
[
1
2
b
(
DBh
AB −DAh− 2D¯Ahrr
)
+
1
2
DBbh
AB
− 1
2
D
A
(bh) +D
A
T
]
, (4.25)
δξ,ǫπ
AB = LY πAB +
√
γ
{1
2
b
(
−hAB +△hAB − 2D(ADChB)C +DADBhrr +DADBh
)
− 1
2
DCb
[
−DChAB + 2D(AhB)C + γAB
(
D
C
h¯rr +D
C
h− 2DFhCF
)]
− 1
2
γAB△(bh) + γAB△T + 1
2
D
A
D
B
(bh)−DADBT
}
, (4.26)
with
LY h¯AB = Y C∂C h¯AB + ∂AY C h¯BC + ∂BY C h¯AC , (4.27)
LY πrr = ∂A
(
Y Aπrr
)
, (4.28)
LY πrA = −∂BY AπrB + ∂B
(
Y BπrA
)
, (4.29)
LY πAB = −∂CξAπBC − ∂CξBπAC + ∂C
(
ξCπAB
)
. (4.30)
We note that the zero mode of T indeed drops from these formulas since △T0 = 0 = DAT0. In the
same way, the first spherical harmonicW1 ofW would not contribute sinceDADBW1+γABW1 = 0.
As already observed in [9], we also note that the spacetime translations do not affect the leading
orders which transform non trivially only under homogeneous Poincaré transformations (boosts
and rotations).
Spacetime translations do modify the subleading orders, however. The transformation laws of
the subleading orders are given for information in Appendix C.
4.4 More on the comparison with electromagnetism
4.4.1 Surface terms in the Pauli-Fierz action principle
Unlike in electromagnetism, we do not require extra surface fields to make the boosts integrable.
This is exactly as in the case of pure gravity.
A different light can be shed on this issue by examining the variational principle in hyperbolic
coordinates, where time translations involve boosts. In the case of electromagnetism, the varia-
tional principle is ill-defined without the extra surface degrees of freedom in question [21]. This is
an equivalent method for understanding the need for these additional fields.
It is thus natural to investigate the Pauli-Fierz variational principle in hyperbolic coordinates,
where the Minkowski metric reads
ds2 = dη2 + η2γ˜abdx
adxb, (4.31)
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where γ˜abdx
adxb denotes the metric on the unit hyperboloid H,
γ˜abdx
adxb =
−1
(1− s2)2 ds
2 +
1
1− s2 γABdx
AdxB . (4.32)
We set (xµ) = (s, η, xA) and xa = (s, xA). The covariant derivatives for tensor fields defined on H
with metric γ˜ab are denoted by Da.
The variation of the Pauli-Fierz action written in general coordinates
SPF =
ˆ
d4x
√−g
(
− 1
4
∇µhνλ∇µhνλ + 1
2
∇µhµν∇ρhρν −
1
2
∇µh∇νhµν + 1
4
∇µh∇µh
)
(4.33)
reads
δSPF =
1
2
ˆ
d4x
√−g [△hµν +∇µ∇νh− 2∇µ∇ρhρν + gµν(∇λ∇ρhλρ −△h)] δhµν (4.34)
+BPF, (4.35)
where the boundary term is given by
BPF =
ˆ
d4x
√−g∇µ
[
−1
2
∇µhνλδhνλ +
(∇ρhρν − 1
2
∇νh)δhµν − 12 (∇νhµν −∇µh) δh
]
. (4.36)
Setting δSPF = 0 yields the linearized Einstein equations in the bulk
Eµν = 1
2
[△hµν +∇µ∇νh−∇µ∇ρhρν −∇ν∇ρhρµ + gµν (∇λ∇ρhλρ −△h)] = 0 , (4.37)
together with conditions at the boundary.
It is useful for later purposes to write the linearized Einstein equations and the boundary term
in terms of the (non gauge invariant) tensor Fλµν = Fλνµ, such that
Eµν = ∇λFλµν , (4.38)
BPF = −
ˆ
d4x
√−g∇λ
(Fλµνδhµν) , (4.39)
where
Fλµν =
1
2
[
∇λhµν −
(
∇ρhρ(µδλν) −
1
2
∇(µhδλν)
)
+ gµν
(
∇ρhλρ −∇λh
)]
. (4.40)
In terms of this tensor, the variation of the action principle simply reads
δSPF =
ˆ
d4x
√−g∇λFλµνδhµν −
ˆ
d4x
√−g∇λ
(Fλµνδhµν) . (4.41)
By writing the boundary term (4.39) in hyperbolic coordinates (η, s, xA), one gets
BPF = B
H
PF −
ˆ
dη
˛
d2x
√−gFsµνδhµν
∣∣∣s1
s0
, (4.42)
with
BHPF = − lim
η→∞
ˆ
H
d3x
√−gFηµνδhµν (4.43)
= lim
η→∞
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜η3
[
−1
2
∇ηhνλδhνλ +
(∇ρhρν − 1
2
∇νh)δhην − 12 (∇νhην −∇ηh) δh
]
,(4.44)
where the integral is taken over the portion bounded by s0 and s1 of the the 3-dimensional unit
hyperboloid H.
The term at the time boundaries s0 and s1 will not be analyzed here, since its discussion
depends on the chosen representation (whether one computes the amplitudes in the coordinate,
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the momentum, or any other representation), which we have not specified. We shall focus only on
the boundary term BHPF at spatial infinity.
To analyse it, one needs boundary conditions at spatial infinity. We adopt (see e.g., [11,12,42,
43])
hηη =
1
η
h¯ηη +
1
η2
h(2)ηη + o(η
−2) , (4.45)
hηa = λ¯a +
1
η
h(2)ηa + o(η
−1) , (4.46)
hab = ηh¯ab + h
(2)
ab + o(1) . (4.47)
This decay is compatible with the above decay as can be checked on the hyperplane s = 0. The
boundary term in (4.44) then becomes
BHPF =
1
2
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜
[(
2Dbh¯ba −Dah¯ηη −Dah¯+ 8λ¯a
)
δλ¯a
+
(
2Daλ¯a + 3h¯ηη − h¯
)
δh¯ηη + h¯
abδh¯ab −
(Daλ¯a + 3h¯ηη)δh¯] , (4.48)
where h¯ = γ˜abh¯ab. It is manifestly finite.
4.4.2 The electromagnetic case
The analogous computation in the case of electromagnetism, with the standard Maxwell action
and fall-off of the fields given in [23]
Aa = Aa +
1
η
A(2)a + o(η
−1), Aη =
1
η
Aη +
1
η2
A(2)η + o(η
−2), (4.49)
leads to the boundary term
BHem =
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜DaAηδAa . (4.50)
If one were to impose that the standard Maxwell action was also stationary for arbitrary variations
of Aa, one would get the equations DaAη = 0. Among these equations, the equations DAAη = 0,
obtained by varying AA, force Aη to be constant on the 2-sphere. This is not dictated by the bulk
equations of motion, which allow non-trivial Aη (and also AA) on the 2-sphere. It is thus desirable
to have less stringent equations at the boundary.
A way to realize this feature is given by the authors of [23], who add the following boundary
term to the action:
S[Aµ] = −
ˆ
d4x
√−g
4
FµνF
µν +
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜ Aη(DaAa +Aη). (4.51)
Variation of the action now gives the boundary term
B′
H
em =
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜
(
DaAa + 2Aη
)
δAη (4.52)
on the hyperboloid. Setting B′
H
em equal to zero yields the single equation
DaAa + 2Aη = 0 , (4.53)
which is a dynamical equation for the temporal component As (it takes the form ∂sAs = · · · ).
This equation is in fact the leading term of the Lorenz gauge condition:
∇µAµ = 1
η2
(DaAa + 2Aη) + o(η−2) (4.54)
and is thus compatible with Lorentz invariance.
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This is the mechanism by which the leading term As in the asymptotic expansion of the tempo-
ral component of the vector potential acquires dynamics and becomes a (surface) degree of freedom,
e.g. needing initial conditions for its determination. Once this new surface degree of freedom is
introduced, there is a new global symmetry, which takes the form of an improper gauge transfor-
mation, and which combines with the improper gauge transformations of the spatial variables to
yield the same angle-dependent u(1) symmetries as the ones found at null infinity [21].
The Lorenz gauge condition is clearly compatible with all bulk equations of motion where
it is just a gauge fixing condition. Its asymptotic form (4.53) - which is the only thing being
enforced anyway - freezes no improper gauge freedom and is thus acceptable. That it freezes no
improper gauge freedom follows from the fact that in order to reach it, one needs to perform a
gauge transformation obeying a second order equation of motion, leaving arbitrary the asymptotic
value of the gauge parameter ε and its first order time derivative ∂sε on the initial slice s = 0
(say). This is precisely the amount of improper gauge freedom (see [21] for more information).
The asymptotic Lorenz gauge involves a definite choice of boundary Hamiltonian, relating how the
improper gauge symmetry acts on different equal-s slices.
4.4.3 Back to the Pauli-Fierz case
The electromagnetic formulation that we just recalled involves as asymptotic dynamical fields the
coefficients Aη, AA of the leading terms of the spatial components Ak of the vector potential (and
their conjugates, not written here), which are also dynamical in the bulk, as well as the coefficient
As of the leading term of the temporal component As of the vector potential, which is by contrast
pure gauge in the bulk.
Can one achieve a similar construction in the spin-2 case? To that end, in analogy with electro-
magnetism, one would like to add a boundary term to the action, in such a way that stationarity
of the new action implies only four equations at the boundary, which should be dynamical equa-
tions for the leading terms hss, λs and hsA of the Lagrange multipliers (the analogs of As) and
nothing else. Again in analogy with electromagnetism, these equations should furthermore be the
asymptotic part of the Poincaré invariant generalized De Donder gauge conditions.
The generalized De Donder gauge conditions take the form
Gµ = ∇νhµν + c∇µh = 0 , (4.55)
with c arbitrary. Their fall-off in hyperbolic coordinates reads
Gη =
1
η2
[
Daλ¯a + (2− c)h¯ηη − (1 + c)h¯
]
+O(η−3) , (4.56)
Ga =
1
η3
(Dbh¯ab + cDah¯ηη + cDah¯+ 3λ¯a)+O(η−4) . (4.57)
For the specific value c = −1/2, one recovers the de Donder gauge condition
Gµ = ∇νhµν − 1
2
∇µh = 0 . (4.58)
Setting the boundary term (4.48) equal to zero (with unrestricted variations of the coefficients
of the leading terms in the expansion of the fields) leads to 10 equations, which is not the desired
result. In an attempt to cure this problem, one could try to repeat the procedure that works for
electromagnetism and add a surface term to the Pauli-Fierz action,
SPF → S = SPF +BPF , (4.59)
with
BPF =
1
2
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜
[
λ¯a
(
ADbh¯ab+BDah¯ηη+CDah¯
)
+Fλ¯aλ¯
a+Gh¯2ηη+Hh¯ηηh¯+Jh¯
abh¯ab
]
, (4.60)
in the hope that this would lead to satisfactory boundary equations. The boundary term (4.60)
is the most general one invariant under the homogeneous Lorentz transformations (the symme-
tries of the hyperboloid) and containing at most one derivative of the fields (to match the struc-
ture of the boundary term (4.48) and of the covariant gauges), It involves 7 arbitrary constants
{A,B,C, F,G,H, J}. This procedure does not work, however.
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Indeed, the variation of the action acquires then the following form
δS =
ˆ
d4x
√−g∇λFλµνδhµν
+
1
2
ˆ
H
d3x
√
−γ˜
{[
(A+ 2)Dbh¯ba + (B − 1)Dah¯ηη + (C − 1)Dah¯+ (2F + 8)λ¯a
]
δλ¯a
+
[
(−B + 2)Daλ¯a + (2G+ 3)h¯ηη + (H − 1)h¯
]
δh¯ηη
+
[
−ADaλ¯b − (C + 1)γ˜abDcλ¯c + (H − 3)γ˜abh¯ηη + (2J + 1)h¯ab
]
δh¯ab
}
−
[ˆ
dη
˛
d2x
√−gFsµνδhµν −
1
2
˛
d2x
√
−γ˜ (Aδh¯saλ¯a +Bδh¯ηηλ¯s + Cδh¯λ¯s) ]s1
s0
. (4.61)
We can see that the action principle endowed with the boundary term (4.60) leads to the following
extra equations of motion at the boundary H
(−B + 2)Daλ¯a + (2G+ 3)h¯ηη + (H − 1)h¯ = 0 , (4.62)
(A+ 2)Dbh¯ba + (B − 1)Dah¯ηη + (C − 1)Dah¯+ (2F + 8)λ¯a = 0 , (4.63)
−AD(aλ¯b) − (C + 1)γ˜abDcλ¯c + (H − 3)γ˜abh¯ηη + (2J + 1)h¯ab = 0 . (4.64)
In order for the last equation to be empty, we request the coefficient of δhab to be absent (corre-
sponding to the electromagnetic situation where δAa is absent in the final boundary term), which
forces
A = 0, C = −1, H = 3, J = −1
2
.
But then the equation (4.62) becomes
(−B + 2)Daλ¯a + (2G+ 3)h¯ηη + 2h¯ = 0
while (4.63) reads
2Dbh¯ba + (B − 1)Dah¯ηη − 2Dah¯+ (2F + 8)λ¯a = 0
and there is no way to choose the remaining coefficients so that these equations directly match
(up to multiplicative constants) the covariant gauge conditions (4.55) (one gets c = −1 from
the matching of the second equation with (4.57), but then h drops from (4.56) and matching
of the first equation with (4.56) is impossible). Accordingly, contrary to what can be done in
electromagnetism, one cannot introduce independent boundary degrees of freedom (hss, λs and
hsA) at infinity, obeying covariant dynamical equations, by adding an appropriate surface term to
the action. The procedure of enlarging the physical phase space along the lines of electromagnetism
does not appear to be available.
As we have shown, however, this step is not necessary in the Pauli-Fierz case since a fully
satisfactory formulation, exhibiting the full BMS symmetry, can be developed without surface
degrees of freedom beyond the standard canonical variables.
We close this section with two comments.
• First, we note that the asymptotic equations (4.62)-(4.64) are Poincaré invariant. Invariance
under the homogeneous Lorentz transformations is indeed manifest in hyperbolic coordinates,
while invariance under translations follows directly from the invariance of the leading terms in
the asymptotic expansion (the translations affect only the subleading terms). The problem is
to match these equations with the asymptotic expansion of the generalized De Donder gauge
conditions assumed to hold everywhere, in order to mimic the electromagnetic situation.
Our negative result – that this cannot be done – raises interesting questions, e.g., can the
matching be achieved up to a gauge transformation in the bulk?
• Second, by allowing extra conditions on the asymptotic fields (which is a departure from
the strict analogy with electromagnetism), one can implement the generalized De Donder
gauge conditions in the bulk. For instance the condition k = 0 of [11], which is equivalent
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to h + 3hηη + 2Daλa = 0, leads to equations that consistently incorporate the De Donder
gauge when B = −1, F = −1 and G = 0. The extra condition k = 0 leads at the same
time to the BMS4 group as asymptotic symmetry group [11,12] (and not to any bigger one).
Another possibility is to impose λa = 0 from the outset and take H = 3 and J = −1/2, which
yields the generalized De Donder gauge conditions if G = − 12
(
c+7
c+1
)
. In other words, the
De Donder gauge is of course perfectly consistent but there are subtleties in the variational
principle.
5 Charges within the linear theory
5.1 Canonical generators of Poincaré transformations
We treat separately the Poincaré symmetries and the (proper and improper) gauge symmetries.
We start with the Poincaré symmetries.
We follow in this section the standard procedure for deriving the Poincaré generators, where
one supplements the relevant bulk integrals formed with the energy and momentum densities with
the necessary boundary terms. We will derive in Section 7 the same results by expanding the
Poincaré generators of the full Einstein theory up to the pertinent weak field order.
The canonical generator of Poincaré transformations is given by
Gξ =
ˆ
d3x
(
ξE + ξiPi + ǫ(b)G + ǫi(b)Gi
)
+Qξ[ξ, ξ
i] , (5.1)
where the surface term Qξ has to be added in order that the canonical generator Gξ fulfill
ιξΩ = −dVGξ (5.2)
or, what is the same, in order that Gξ admits well-defined functional derivatives.
Since the boundary conditions make Ω finite and since Poincaré transformations preserve
the boundary conditions, ιξΩ is finite and Gξ should also be finite. However, the bulk term´
d3x
(
ξE + ξiPi
)
in (5.1) is not obviously so and contains potential logarithmic divergences for
the spatial rotations Y A and the boosts b. Our first task, then, is to verify explicitly that the
volume integrals in Gξ are finite. This is done in Appendix D.
The ingredients that go into the proof are the same as the ones that guarantee finiteness of Ω,
and involve in particular that the leading orders of the constraints should vanish. These conditions
read, for the asymptotic fields in spherical coordinates,
D¯Aπ¯
rA − π¯AA = 0 , (5.3)
D¯Bπ¯
AB + π¯rA = 0 , (5.4)
D¯AD¯Bh¯
AB − △¯h¯AA − △¯h¯rr = 0 . (5.5)
5.1.1 Surface integrals
Having checked that the bulk piece in Gξ is finite, we can now proceed to determine the accompa-
nying surface integral.
The key equation for that matter is (5.2), which can be rewritten as
dVQξ = −ιξΩ− dV
[ˆ
d3x(ξE + ξiPi + ǫ(b)G + ǫi(b)Gi)
]
(5.6)
in view of (5.1).
The computation is direct but cumbersome. One integrates by parts the variation dV [
´
d3x(ξE+
ξiPi + ǫ(b)G + ǫi(b)Gi)] to bring it to the form −ιξΩ. In so doing one picks up surface terms, which
are integrable as we have seen, and yield dVQξ (some, but not all, of these terms are zero due to
the generalized parity conditions). The procedure gives Qξ up to an integration constant which
we fix to vanish when all fields are zero.
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We only write down here the final result, which is
Qξ =
ˆ
dθdϕ
{
b
[√
γ¯(−1
2
h¯h¯rr +
1
4
h¯2 − 3
4
h¯ABh¯
AB) +
2√
γ¯
π¯rAπ¯
rA
]
+ 2YAπ¯
rBh¯AB
}
. (5.7)
With the strict parity conditions of [41], this surface term is zero and the charge reduces to
the bulk integral4. It is not so, however, as soon as one introduces a twist by an improper
gauge transformation. For the spacetime translations, described by Killing vectors that behave
asymptotically with one power of r less than the homogeneous Lorentz transformations, there is
no surface term and the generator reduces to the bulk piece only.
5.1.2 Poincaré charges
The Poincaré charges of the free massless spin-2 theory are obtained by adding the surface terms
to the bulk contributions and are given by the following expressions:
• Energy-momentum
a0E + aiPi = a
0
ˆ
d3xE + ai
ˆ
d3xPi (5.8)
• Boost generators
biM
0i = bi
ˆ
d3xxiE + bi
˛
S∞
2
dθdϕ
xi
r
[√
γ¯(−1
2
h¯h¯rr +
1
4
h¯2 − 3
4
h¯ABh¯
AB) +
2√
γ¯
π¯rAπ¯
rA
]
(5.9)
• Angular momentum
1
2
bijM
ij =
1
2
bij
ˆ
d3xx[jP i] + 1
2
bij
˛
S∞
2
dθdϕ(2Y Aij π¯
rBh¯AB) . (5.10)
5.2 Canonical generators of gauge transformations
The canonical generators of the gauge transformations take the form
Gǫ,ǫi =
ˆ
d3x
(
ǫG + ǫiGi
)
+Qǫ,ǫi , (5.11)
where the surface integral is obtained from the equation ιǫΩ = −dVGǫ,ǫi . The bulk integral
converges thanks to the faster fall-off condition on the constraints. As to the condition ιǫΩ =
−dVGǫ,ǫi , it reads in cartesian coordinates
dVQǫ,ǫi =
˛
dSi
[
ǫ∇j
(
dV h
ij − γijdV h
)−∇jǫ (dV hij − γijdV h)+ 2ǫjdV πij] . (5.12)
Note that the middle term is zero since ∇iǫ ∼ 1r2 and hij ∼ 1r . In spherical coordinates, and using
the asymptotic form of the momentum constraint, this expression becomes
dVQǫ,ǫi =
˛
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯T dV h¯rr + 2WdV
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
) ]
, (5.13)
with
ǫ = T +O
(1
r
)
, ǫi = ∂i(rW ) +O
(1
r
)
. (5.14)
It is easily integrated to yield
Qǫ,ǫi =
˛
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯T h¯rr + 2W
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
) ]
, (5.15)
4Correspondingly, the boost and rotation generators of the full theory, which are pure surface integrals, contain
no term quadratic in the fields and reduce to the linear terms – see [13–15] and Section 7 below.
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where the integration constant has been adjusted so that the charges vanish for the zero field
configuration. Putting all terms together, we thus get
Gǫ,ǫi =
ˆ
d3x
(
ǫG + ǫiGi
)
+
˛
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯T h¯rr + 2W
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
) ]
, (5.16)
Two comments are in order:
• Since h¯rr is strictly even and π¯rr − π¯AA strictly odd, only the event part of T and the odd
part of W contribute to the charges. The parts with opposite parity define proper gauge
transformations, as announced.
• The zero mode T0 of T , if included, would drop out from the generator Gǫ,ǫi since in the
linearized theory one has
´
d3xT0G +
¸
dθdϕ[2
√
γ¯T0h¯rr] ≡ 0 (identically and not just on-
shell), as can be seen by converting the surface integral into a volume integral using Stokes’
theorem. This is of course as it should since T = T0 has no action on the fields. A similar
remark holds for the first spherical harmonic W1 of W . We shall come back to this point in
the next section.
6 Structure of the algebra of the charges
6.1 Poisson bracket algebra
The Poincaré charges close in the Poisson bracket according to the Poincaré algebra. The improper
gauge transformations (pure supertranslations) form an infinite-dimensional abelian algebra. Fi-
nally, the pure supertranslations commute with the translations and form a representation of the
homogeneous Lorentz group given by[
biM
0i +
1
2
bijM
ij , Gǫ⊥,ǫi
]
= Gǫˆ⊥,ǫˆi , (6.1)
where ǫˆ⊥ and ǫˆi are asymptotically given by
ǫˆ⊥ = Tˆ +O
(
1
r
)
, ǫˆi = ∂i(rWˆ ) +O
(
1
r
)
, (6.2)
with
Tˆ = Y A∂AT − 3bW − ∂AbDAW − bDADAW, Wˆ = Y A∂AW − bT. (6.3)
The continuation of this asymptotic behaviour as one marches inside depends on the choice of ǫ⊥
and ǫi in the bulk but is in any case irrelevant since one can always add proper gauge transforma-
tions to any transformation without changing its physical content.
The formula (6.3) gives in general a non-vanishing first spherical harmonic contribution to W
even if T = T2 + T4 + · · · and W = W3 +W5 + · · · . This term can be subtracted by hand in (6.3)
or can be kept since the equivalence W ∼W + u1 is automatically implemented in the formula for
the generators of the improper gauge symmetries of the linear theory.
As shown in [12], one can make a change of basis (T,W ) → (τ) in the space of the pure
supertranslations in order to bring (6.3) to the more familiar form
τˆ = Y A∂Aτ − ∂Ab∂Aτ − bτ (6.4)
(see also [13]). Our purpose now is to shed light on the pure supertranslation representation (6.4)
of the homogeneous Lorentz group and to investigate how it connects with the four-dimensional
translation representation.
6.2 Homogeneous Lorentz group and the two-sphere at spatial infinity
At large spatial distances, the Poincaré transformations are dominated by their terms linear in
r. Spacetime translations are therefore subdominant, and furthermore, in the boosts, the relevant
term is rb.
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The asymptotic parametrization of the homogeneous Lorentz group is given by the rotation
Killing vectors Y A
Y A
∂
∂xA
=
1
2
bijx
i ∂
∂xj
, (6.5)
and the function b
b = bi
xi
r
. (6.6)
Now, one can form from b a vector field BA tangent to the 2-sphere,
BA = −γAB∂Bb =
3∑
i=1
biB
A
(i) (6.7)
with
B(1) = − cos θ cosϕ
∂
∂θ
+
sinϕ
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ
, (6.8)
B(2) = − cos θ sinϕ
∂
∂θ
− cosϕ
sin θ
∂
∂ϕ
, (6.9)
B(3) = sin θ
∂
∂θ
. (6.10)
The equation (3.33) fulfilled by b, namely, D¯AD¯Bb+ γ¯ABb = 0, shows that the B
A
(i)’s are conformal
Killing vectors,
DABB +DBBA = 2bγAB . (6.11)
Furthermore, the Lie bracket algebra of the rotation vector fields Y A and the conformal vector
fields BA is precisely the Lorentz algebra (in our sign conventions),
[Y(i), Y(j)] = −ǫijkY(k), [Y(i), B(j)] = −ǫijkB(k), [B(i), B(j)] = ǫijkY(k). (6.12)
This is of course the familiar realization of the Lorentz algebra as conformal algebra of the round
2-sphere. We stress, however, that here the 2 sphere in question is the 2-sphere at spatial infinity
and not the celestial sphere at null infinity.
We also note that the function b′ from which the Lie bracket [Y,B] = B′ derives is simply given
by
BA = −∂Ab ⇒ [Y,B]A = −∂Ab′, b′ = Y A∂Ab (6.13)
6.3 Representations
A well-known infinite family of representations of the Lorentz algebra defined in the vector space
of functions on the 2-sphere is of direct relevance to our analysis.
Let τ(θ, ϕ) be a function on the 2-sphere. We define
δY,bτ ≡ δY+Bτ = LY+Bτ − kbτ = (Y A +BA)∂Aτ − kbτ . (6.14)
For any real number k, (6.14) defines a representation of the homogeneous Lorentz algebra, which
we denote Λk. One has indeed
[δY+B, δY ′+B′ ]τ = δ[Y+B,Y ′+B′]τ
for any k (we restrict k to be real so that δY,bτ is real when τ is real). This is the infinitesimal
version of the representation of the homogeneous Lorentz group given by
τ(x)→ τ ′(x′) = τ(x)∆(x)k ,
where k is the “conformal weight” of τ and ∆(x)2 the conformal factor induced by the conformal
transformation xA → x′A.
These representations are not irreducible when k is a non-negative integer. The subspace Pk of
dimension (k + 1)2 spanned by the spherical harmonics Ylm with l ≤ k is indeed invariant. That
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this is so is clear under rotations since the spherical harmonics for fixed l form representations of
the rotation group. Invariance of Pk under boosts can then most easily be seen by recalling that Pk
can be viewed as the space of polynomials of degree ≤ k in the components ni of the unit normal to
the sphere (subject to the relation nini = 1). With b = bin
i = bi x
i
r
and τ = ti1i2···ipn
i1ni2 · · ·nip =
ti1i2···ip
xi1xi2 ···xip
rp
(ti1i2···ip = t(i1i2···ip)), one gets
δbτ = −γAB∂Ab∂Bτ − kbτ
= −γABeAi∂ib eBj∂jτ − kbτ
= −pγABeAi bi
r
eB
j
tjj2···jpx
j2 · · ·xjp
rp
− kbτ
= − p
rp−1
(γAB
r2
eA
ieB
j
)
bi tjj2···jpx
j2 · · ·xjp − kbτ
= − p
rp−1
(
γABeA
ieB
j + ninj
)
bi tjj2···jpx
j2 · · ·xjp + pbτ − kbτ
= −p bjtjj2···jpnj2 · · ·njp + (p− k)bτ . (6.15)
Here, the eA
i’s are the tangent vectors to the 2-sphere,
eA
i =
∂xi
∂xA
,
and we have used the relationship γABeA
ieB
j + ninj = δij . If τ is a polynomial of degree p, the
first term in (6.15) is a polynomial of degree p − 1 while the product bτ in the second term is a
sum of a polynomial of degree p − 1 and a polynomial of degree p + 1 (the polynomial of degree
p− 1 arises from the term proportional to the metric in bτ and the equation nini = 1). We thus
see that δbτ itself is the sum of a polynomial of degree p − 1 and a polynomial of degree p + 1.
This latter polynomial is absent if p = k, which proves the assertion that the degree remains ≤ k
when p ≤ k.
The representation in the invariant subspace Pk is of course just equivalent to the representation
Sk of the homogeneous Lorentz group by symmetric, traceless tensors tα1···αk , containing once and
only once all the representations of the rotation group with integer spins ≤ k. The representation
Λk/Sk in the quotient space is infinite-dimensional and contains higher spins. It should be stressed
that although the representation space of Λk decomposes as a direct sum of Pk and of the vector
space containing the higher spherical harmonics, the representation Λk itself is not the direct sum
of Λk/Sk and Sk since the transformation of a spherical harmonic of degree k + 1 under boosts
involves generically a spherical harmonic of degree k (see the analysis for k = 1 in [4]).
6.4 Translations and pure supertranslations
The k = 1 representation is of particular interest since the four-dimensional invariant subspace P1
is the space of the translations, which transform in the four-dimensional representation S1 of the
homogeneous Lorentz group. A generic translation is given by
a0
∂
∂t
+ ai
∂
∂xi
. (6.16)
The translations in time correspond to the spin-0 representation of the rotation group, while the
space translations correspond to the spin-1 representation.
If we decompose a polynomial τ of degree ≤ 1 (∈ P1) into even and odd parts,
τ = T0 +W1 , T0 = a
0 , W1 = ain
i , (6.17)
one can readily check that the transformation rule δτ = Y A∂Aτ − ∂Ab∂Aτ − bτ reproduces the
standard transformation law of the translation generators under spatial rotations and boosts.
We have also seen that the pure supertranslations transform in the representation Λ1/S1. We
have thus all the ingredients to form the full infinite-dimensional representation Λ1. And indeed,
when the Einstein interaction is switched on, the translations “fill the holes” left empty by the “zero
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modes” (T0,W1) of the pure supertranslations, which are pure gauge in the linear theory. These
become non-trivial and equal to the energy and momentum in the full theory. This mechanism is
algebraically possible because the translations transform in the right way, and because the pure
supertranslations also transform under boosts as they should, inducing the correct “zero mode”
term. This term is equal to a surface term involving the next order of the metric in the weak field
expansion, which takes the precise form that allows exact matching.
Note that the generators of the pure supertranslations get corrected in the process: the con-
straints of the linear theory are replaced by the constraints of the full theory, and the surface terms
at infinity involve the complete fields.
6.5 Electromagnetism and angle-dependent u(1) transformations
The electromagnetic situation shares some similarities with the gravitational one.
The improper gauge symmetries of free electromagnetism transform in the infinite-dimensional
representation k = 0. More precisely, they transform in Λ0/S0 since the zero mode of the angle-
dependent u(1) improper gauge transformations (which defines the invariant subspace of the one-
dimensional trivial representation S0), actually vanishes in the absence of charges.
Coupling to charged matter “fills the hole” and leads to the full representation Λ0. This is a non-
trivial step, however. It has recently been shown that serious difficulties exist for this mechanism
to apply to Yang-Mills type couplings among free abelian gauge fields, which appear to eliminate
the infinite-dimensional symmetry at spatial infinity [34]. So while couplings to charged matter
fields leads to the representation Λ0, exhibiting an algebraic situation similar to the gravitational
one, self-couplings would destroy the symmetry and appear thus to be quite distinct.
7 Charges from the weak field expansion of gravity
We have derived above the charges of the free Pauli-Fierz theory without referring to the full
Einstein theory. This derivation is useful in order to get insight into the structure of the charges
of theories of higher spin gauge fields in Minkowski space, for which the analog of the full Einstein
theory does not exist in closed form.
In the spin-2 case considered here, however, one can proceed more effectively by starting from
the charges of the full Einstein theory and linearizing them. The procedure is also instructive as
it shed light on the connection between the Poincaré and gauge charges. This task is carried out
in this section.
The key equations are the weak field expansions of the canonical variables5
gij = δij + κhij + κ
2ϕij +O(κ
3), πijFull = κπ
ij + κ2pij +O(κ3), (7.1)
and of the asymptotic symmetries of the full theory
ξ⊥Full = ξ
⊥
Poincaré + κǫ
⊥ +O(κ2), ǫ⊥ = T + O
(1
r
)
(7.2)
ξiFull = ξ
i
Poincaré + κǫ
i +O(κ2), ǫi = ∂i(Wr) +O
(1
r
)
. (7.3)
as well as the expansion of the constraints
GFull = κG[hij ] + κ2
(
E [hij , πij ] + G[ϕij ]
)
+O(κ3) (7.4)
and
Gk,Full = κGk[πij ] + κ2
(
Pk[hij , πij ] + Gk[pij ]
)
+O(κ3) (7.5)
5There are two important expansions here: one is the weak field expansion controlled by κ, which can be related
to the gravitational coupling constant G; the other is the asymptotic expansion at infinity in powers of 1
r
. We use in
this section the following convention: the total fields are decorated with the subscript “Full”. Each field appearing
in the weak field expansion has furthermore an asymptotic expansion, e.g., hij =
hij
r
+O( 1
r2
), ϕij =
ϕij
r
+O( 1
r2
).
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From Gk,Full ≈ 0 and Gk,Full ≈ 0 we get the equations
G[hij ] ≈ 0, E [hij , πij ] + G[ϕij ] ≈ 0, etc (7.6)
Gk[πij ] ≈ 0, Pk[hij , πij ] + Gk[pij ] ≈ 0, etc (7.7)
It will be convenient to denote the deviation from the flat metric by hFullij , i.e.,
hFullij ≡ gij − δij = κhij + κ2ϕij +O(κ3) . (7.8)
Consider first the BMS supertranslation generator GSupTransFull in the full theory. These are given,
for the parity conditions with an improper twist, by [14, 15]
GSupTransFull =
ˆ
d3x
(
ξ⊥FullGFull + ξkFullGk,Full
)
+
˛
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯T h
Full
rr + 2W
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
)
Full
]
(7.9)
where (ξ⊥Full, ξ
k
Full) do not include Lorentz boosts or spatial rotations and so are O(r
0), i.e. remain
bounded at infinity. Furthermore, in this formula, T includes a zero mode T0 ≡ a0 and W
includes a first spherical harmonic W1 ≡ w1 with w1 ≡ aknk (translations are included). Plugging
the weak field expansion into this expression, with T → a0 + κ(T − T0) to conform with the
weak field expansion of the symmetries (T − T0 is arbitrary and can thus be rescaled), as well as
W → w1 + κ(W −W1), one gets a priori both terms of order one:
GSupTrans(1) =
ˆ
d3x
(
a0G[hij ] + akGk[πij ]
)
+
˛
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯a0hrr + 2w1
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
) ]
(7.10)
and of order two,
GSupTrans(2) =
ˆ
d3x
{
a0
(
E [hij , πij ] + G[ϕij ]
)
+ ak
(
Pk[hij , πij ] + Gk[pij ]
)}
+
ˆ
d3x
{
(T − T0)G[hij ] + ∂k(W −W1)Gk[πij ]
}
+
˛
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯a0ϕrr + 2
√
γ¯(T − T0)hrr
]
+
˛
dθdϕ
[
2w1
(
p¯rr − p¯AA
)
+ 2(W −W1)
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
) ]
. (7.11)
Using Stoke’s theorem, the term of order one is easily seen to identically vanish because of the
identities (written in cartesian coordinates)
G[hij ] + ∂i∂j
(
δijh− hij
)
= 0 ⇒
ˆ
d3xa0G[hij ] +
˛
d2Sia
0∂j
(
δijh− hij) = 0(7.12)
Gk[πij ] + 2∂iπik = 0 ⇒
ˆ
d3xakGk[πij ] + 2
˛
d2Sia
kπik = 0 (7.13)
and
¸
d2Si∂j
(
δijh − hij) = 2 ¸ dθdϕ√γ¯hrr, ak ¸ d2Siπik = ¸ dθdϕw1 (π¯rr − π¯AA), while the term
of order two can be transformed, using the same identities but now for ϕij and p
ij , into
GSupTrans(2) =
ˆ
d3x
{
a0E [hij , πij ] + akPk[hij , πij ]
}
+
ˆ
d3x
{
(T − T0)G[hij ] + ∂k(W −W1)Gk[πij ]
}
+
ˆ
dθdϕ
[
2
√
γ¯(T − T0)hrr + 2(W −W1)
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
) ]
. (7.14)
This is exactly the expression found in the Pauli-Fierz theory both for translations (equation (7.14))
and pure supertranslations (equation (7.14)).
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We have explicitly subtracted the zero mode of T and the first spherical harmonic of W (if
any) to explicitly enforce the quotient T ∼ T + c (where c is a constant) and W ∼W + u1 (where
u1 is a linear combination of the Y
m
1 ), but we could have kept these terms in equation (7.14) since
the quotient is in fact automatically implemented in the formula for the generators of the pure
supertranslations due to the above identities.
We thus see that the supertranslations of the full Einstein theory split into their zero modes
(ordinary spacetime translations) and the rest (pure supertranslations) as one linearizes the theory.
From the point of view of the linearized theory, these have a different origin. Spacetime translations
are rigid global symmetries of standard type and their canonical generators have a pure bulk
expression. By contrast, pure supertranslations are improper gauge symmetries of the free spin-
2 theory, and their canonical generators are thus given by a bulk expression proportional to the
constraints, supplemented by a non-vanishing surface integral at infinity. On-shell, these generators
reduce to surface integrals.
We now turn to the angular momentum, given in the full Einstein theory by [14, 15]
1
2
bijM
ij =
1
2
bij
ˆ
d3xx[jGi]Full +
1
2
bij
ˆ
S∞
2
dθdϕ2Y Aij (π¯
rB
Fullh¯
Full
AB + γABπ
(2)rB
Full ) (7.15)
where the superscript (2) refers to the asymptotic expansion, and denotes the coefficient of the next-
to-leading term in πrBFull (coefficient of
1
r2
term). The surface integral containing π
(2)rB
Full , which is
linear in the field, can be conveniently rewritten in cartesian coordinates as 12 bij
¸
S∞
2
d2Sl2x
[jπ
(2)i]l
Full ,
or
1
2
bij
˛
S∞
2
d2Sl2x
[jπ
i]l
Full, (7.16)
which involves also the leading term in the asymptotic expansion and not just π
(2)rB
Full . The would-be
divergence associated with this leading term is actually absent thanks to the boundary conditions
[14, 15].
Expanding the angular momentum generator in powers of κ, one finds again that the term of
order one,
1
2
bij
[ˆ
d3xx[jGi][πmn] + 2
˛
S∞
2
d2Slx
[jπi]l
]
,
identically vanishes due to the identity
2
˛
S∞
2
d2Slx
[jπi]l = 2
ˆ
d3x∂l(x
[jπi]l) = 2
ˆ
d3x(π[ij] + x[j∂lπ
i]l) = −
ˆ
d3xx[jGi][πmn]
while the term of order two,
1
2
bij
[ˆ
d3xx[j(Gi][pmn] + P i]) + 2
˛
S∞
2
d2Slx
[jpi]l +
ˆ
S∞
2
dθdϕ2Y Aij(π¯rBh¯AB)
]
can be transformed into
1
2
bij
[ˆ
d3xx[jP i] +
ˆ
S∞
2
dθdϕ2Y Aij(π¯rBh¯AB)
]
(7.17)
using the same identity but with πij → pij . This is again exactly the expression of the angular
momentum of the Pauli-Fierz theory.
Finally, the boost charges can be treated similarly. Agreement of the weak field expansion of
the boost charges with the expression derived within the linear theory is also found in that case,
although the derivation is more cumbersome.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have worked out the asymptotic structure of the linearized Einstein theory.
We have shown that it is described by the same infinite-dimensional symmetry group as the full
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interacting theory. In that respect, the gravitational field behaves at spatial infinity as its free limit,
contrary what has been uncovered in [34] for the Yang-Mills field (see also [35] in that context).
Some of the symmetries, which are all improper gauge symmetries in the full Einstein theory,
appear in the linear theory as rigid symmetries with a non-trivial bulk contribution to their charge-
generators (Poincaré transformations), while the others appear as improper gauge symmetries with
a generator that reduces on-shell to a surface integral at infinity, with no bulk contribution (pure
supertranslations).
Central in the analysis is the role played by the boosts. The requirement that the boosts act
as bona fide symmetries – in particular, are canonical transformations – naturally leads to the
condition hrA = 0 on the leading order of the mixed radial-angular components of the Pauli-
Fierz field, as in the Einstein theory. It is that condition that dictates the size of the set of pure
supertranslations, which depend on a single function of the angles, and not on four. The role played
by the boosts raises the interesting question as to whether non-relativistic theories of gravity might
have a bigger group of asymptotic symmetries.
The same study can be pursued for anti-de Sitter gravity, by linearizing the gravitational
action around the anti-de Sitter background. With the boundary conditions inherited from [32],
one finds that there is no non-trivial improper gauge symmetries (i.e., asymptotic symmetries
with non-vanishing charge-generator), and that the only symmetries are the background SO(3, 2)
symmetries. This is in line with the group theoretical obstructions described in [44]. This negative
result holds for standard symmetries of the theory, which leave the action invariant and which are
then described by Lie algebras. Going beyond that context would open new possibilities [45, 46].
The fact that the free Pauli-Fierz theory and the Einstein theory share similar asymptotic
behaviours at spatial infinity can be used to investigate in the simpler Pauli-Fierz case various
asymptotic questions such as (i) the incorporation of log r supertranslations; and (ii) the role of
super-rotations [47–49]. Our analysis could also be generalized to higher spin gauge fields [50].
Work on these issues is currently in progress.
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A Weak field expansion
The weak-field expansion takes the form
gij = δij+κh
ij+κ2ϕij+O(κ3), πijFull = κπ
ij+O(κ2), N = 1+κn+O(κ2), N i = κni+O(κ2)
(A.1)
where κ is a small parameter. The linear theory is obtained by keeping the terms of order κ2.
The expansion goes explicitly as follows: the action of [36, 37] reads
´
dt{´ d3x(πijFullg˙ij −
NH − NkHk) − B∞} where B∞ is a surface term at spatial infinity, the “ADM energy”, B∞ =´
d2SkEkADM[gij−δij ]. The vector EkADM is linear in its argument and identically fulfills ∂kEkADM[Φij ] =
−∇i∇jΦij+△Φ for any symmetric tensor Φij [37]. If one expands the Dirac-ADM action in powers
of κ, one gets a linear term, κ
´
dt{´ d3x(−∇i∇jhij +△h)− ´ d2SkEkADM[hij ])}, which is identi-
cally zero according to the property of EkADM. A similar cancellation occurs at order κ2 between
the bulk term
´
dt{´ d3x(−∇i∇jϕij +△ϕ) and the surface term − ´ d2SkEkADM[ϕij ])} (which are
now generically non zero on-shell6), leaving as coefficient of the κ2-term the action (2.1).
The Einstein-Hilbert action is invariant under diffeomorphisms (which preserve the asymptotic
behaviour). We discuss here the form of these symmetries in the covariant language.
The spacetime metric gµν transforms as follows under diffeomorphisms,
δζgµν = Lζgµν = ζρ∂ρgµν + ∂µζρgρν + ∂νζρgµρ . (A.2)
6In fact, they are equal to (minus) the energy of the linearized theory, as it follows from the Hamiltonian constraint
at the next order, E + (−∇i∇jϕij +△ϕ) = 0.
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Now, a general diffeomorphism can formally be expanded in powers of κ. In order to be compatible
with the weak field expansion of the metric, gµν = g
Minkowski
µν + κhµν + O(κ
2), the variation
of the leading background term, which is non-dynamical, should be zero. Indeed, it cannot be
compensated for by a variation of the dynamical fields. Thus the allowed diffeomorphisms take the
form
ζµ = ξµ + κǫµ +O(κ2) (A.3)
where ξµ is a Killing vector of the Minkowskian metric and thus an infinitesimal Poincaré trans-
formation, and where ǫµ is only restricted by the asymptotic conditions analysed in the text.
Under a diffeomorphism, the first-order term hµν in the κ-expansion transforms as
δζhµν = Lξhµν + LǫgMinkowskiµν (A.4)
There are thus two types of symmetries, rigid Poincaré symmetries inherited from the background
δξhµν = Lξhµν (A.5)
and gauge transformations of the form
δǫhµν = LǫgMinkowskiµν = ∇µǫν +∇νǫµ . (A.6)
This is the starting point of the discussion in the text.
B A technical lemma
In this appendix, we recall well known and useful technical facts.
Lemma: Let f be a function such that
∂if =
µi(x
A)
r
(B.1)
where ∂i is the derivative with respect to the cartesian coordinates x
i and where xA denotes the
angles. Then
f = a ln r + g(xA) (B.2)
where a is a constant.
Proof: From (B.1), one gets
∂rf =
k(xA)
r
, ∂Bf = mB(x
A) (B.3)
where k(xA) ≡ niµi and
mB(x
A) ≡ ∂x
i
∂xB
µi(x
A)
r
are functions that depend only on the angles and not on r. The integrability condition that second
derivatives should commute imposes ∂Ak = 0, i.e., k = a with a a constant. A direct integration
leads then to the desired result, where the integration constant can be absorbed in a redefinition
of g(xA).
It should be noted that things are simpler if 1
r
is replaced by 1
r2
in (B.1). A direct reasoning
shows indeed that then f = a + O(1
r
) where a is a constant. Thus, if (B.1) is replaced by
∂if =
µi(x
A)
r
+O( 1
r2
), one finds f = a ln r + g(xA) +O(1
r
).
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C Transformation laws of the subleading orders under Poincaré
transformations
The transformation laws under Poincaré transformations of the subleading terms in the asymptotic
expansion of the metric and its conjugate momentum are given by
δh(2)rr =
b√
γ¯
(
πrr(2) − πA(2)A
)
+
a0√
γ¯
(
π¯rr − π¯AA
)
+ Y A∂Ah
(2)
rr − w1h¯rr + ∂Aw1∂Ah¯rr , (C.1)
δh
(2)
rA = LY h(2)rA +
2b√
γ¯
πr(2)A +
2a0√
γ¯
π¯rA + ∂Aw1h¯rr − ∂Bw1h¯BA , (C.2)
δh
(2)
AB = LY h(2)AB +
b√
γ¯
[
2π
(2)
AB − γ¯AB
(
πrr(2) + π
C
(2)C
)]
+
a0√
γ¯
[
2π¯AB − γ¯AB
(
π¯rr + π¯CC
)]
+ w1h¯AB + ∂Cw1∂
C h¯AB + 2∂
C∂(Aw1h¯B)C , (C.3)
δπrr(2) = LY πrr(2) +
√
γ¯
[1
2
b
(
8h(2)rr + 2h
(2) + 4D¯Ah
rA
(2) + △¯h(2)rr
)
+D¯Ab
(
2hrA(2) −
1
2
D¯Ah(2) + D¯Bh
AB
(2)
)
+
1
2
a0
(
2h¯rr + △¯h¯rr
) ]
−2∂Aw1π¯rA + ∂Aw1∂Aπ¯rr +△w1π¯rr , (C.4)
δπrA(2) = LY πrA(2) +
√
γ¯
[1
2
b
(
3hrA(2) + 2D¯Bh
AB
(2) + △¯hrA(2) − 2D¯Ah(2)rr − 2D¯Ah(2) − D¯AD¯BhrB(2)
)
+
1
2
D¯Bb
(
2hAB(2) + D¯
BhrA(2) − D¯AhrB(2)
)
+
1
2
a0
(
D¯Bh¯
AB − D¯Ah¯rr − D¯Ah¯
) ]
−w1π¯rA + ∂Aw1π¯rr − ∂Bw1π¯AB + ∂Bw1∂Bπ¯rA − ∂A∂Bw1π¯rB +△w1π¯rA , (C.5)
δπAB(2) = LY πAB(2) +
√
γ¯
{1
2
b
(
△¯hAB(2) − 2D¯(AD¯ChB)C(2) + D¯AD¯Bh(2)rr + D¯AD¯Bh(2)
)
−1
2
D¯Cb
[
−D¯ChAB(2) + 2D¯(AhB)C(2) + γAB
(
D¯Ch(2)rr + D¯
Ch(2) − 2D¯FhCF(2)
)]
+
1
2
a0
[
−2h¯AB + γ¯AB (h¯− h¯rr)+ △¯h¯AB − 2D¯(AD¯C h¯B)C + D¯AD¯Bh¯rr + D¯AD¯Bh¯]}
−2w1π¯AB + 2∂(A|w1π¯r|B) + ∂Cw1∂C π¯AB − 2∂(A∂Cw1π¯B)C +△w1π¯AB , (C.6)
where
LY h(2)rA = Y B∂Bh(2)rA + ∂AY Bh(2)rB , (C.7)
LY h(2)AB = Y C∂Ch(2)AB + ∂AY Ch(2)BC + ∂BY Ch(2)AC , (C.8)
LY πrr(2) = ∂A
(
Y Aπrr(2)
)
, (C.9)
LY πrA(2) = −∂BY AπrB(2) + ∂B
(
Y BπrA(2)
)
, (C.10)
LY πAB(2) = −∂CξAπBC(2) − ∂CξBπAC(2) + ∂C
(
ξCπAB(2)
)
. (C.11)
D Absence of divergences in bulk piece of homogeneous Lorentz
transformations
D.1 Absence of divergence in spatial rotations
The Poincaré Killing vectors of spatial rotations read
ξ = 0 , ξr = 0 , ξA = Y A , (D.1)
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from which, one sees that the bulk part of (5.1) possesses the following potential logarithmic
divergence ˆ
d3xξiPi =
ˆ
drdθdϕ
[
1
r
Y AP(1)A +O(r−2)
]
, (D.2)
with
P(1)A = π¯rr∂Ah¯rr + π¯BCD¯Ah¯BC − 2D¯C
(
π¯BC h¯BA
)
. (D.3)
The integral on the 2-sphere in (D.2) can be rewritten as
ˆ
dθdϕY AP(1)A =
ˆ
dθdϕ
[
(π¯rr − π¯AA)Y A∂Ah¯rr + π¯ABLY k¯AB + 2YAD¯B(h¯rrπ¯AB)
]
. (D.4)
where
k¯AB =
1
2
(
h¯AB + h¯rrγ¯AB
)
. (D.5)
The parity conditions on the asymptotic fields imply that (π¯rr − π¯AA) is strictly odd and that the
field k¯AB is subject to the following parity condition
k¯AB = (k¯AB)
even + D¯AD¯BU + γ¯ABU . (D.6)
It is then straightforward to see that the first term in the integrand of (D.4) is odd and so
vanishes upon integration on the 2-sphere. The third term also vanishes recalling that D¯(AYB) = 0
(one can freely integrate by parts on the boundaryless 2-sphere). Thus, (D.4) reduces to its second
term, which becomes, by decomposing the asymptotic fields into their parity components,
ˆ
dθdϕY AP(1)A =
ˆ
dθdϕ
[
(π¯AB)oddLY (k¯AB)even +
√
γ¯(D¯AD¯BV − γ¯AB△¯V )LY (k¯AB)even
+ (π¯AB)oddLY
(
D¯AD¯BU + γ¯ABU
)
+
√
γ¯(D¯AD¯BV − γ¯AB△¯V )LY
(
D¯AD¯BU + γ¯ABU
)]
. (D.7)
The first and fourth terms in the above integral turn out to be both odd, vanishing upon integration
on the 2-sphere, while the remaining terms (second and third) are both even. Integrating by parts,
we get that
ˆ
dθdϕY AP(1)A =
ˆ
dθdϕ
[√
γ¯LY
(
D¯AD¯B(k¯AB)
even − △¯(k¯AA)even
)
V
+ LY
(
D¯AD¯B(π¯
AB)odd + γ¯AB(π¯
AB)odd
)
U
]
, (D.8)
where we used the fact that the Lie derivative along the spatial rotations Y A commutes with the
covariant derivative on the 2-sphere. It is then clear that (D.8) vanishes by virtue of the leading
orders of the constraint equations (5.3), (5.4), and(5.5), which lead to the following equations
D¯AD¯Bπ¯
AB + π¯AA = 0 , (D.9)
D¯AD¯B k¯AB − △¯k¯AA = 0 . (D.10)
This shows that the logarithmic divergence is in fact absent in the bulk integral for the angular
momentum.
D.2 Absence of divergence in the boost generator
The boost Killing vector reads
ξ = br , ξi = 0 , (D.11)
which leads to the following potential logarithmic divergence in the leading bulk part of the canon-
ical generator (5.1) ˆ
d3x ξE =
ˆ
drdθdϕ
[
1
r
bE(2) +O(r−2)
]
, (D.12)
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where
E(2) = 1√
γ¯
(
1
2
π¯2rr − π¯rrπ¯ + 2π¯rAπ¯rA + π¯ABπ¯AB −
1
2
π¯2
)
+
√
γ¯
[
− h¯2rr +
3
2
h¯rrh¯
A
A
+
3
4
h¯ABh¯
AB +
3
4
h¯2 +
1
2
D¯Ah¯rrD¯
Ah¯rr +
1
2
D¯Ah¯rrD¯
Ah¯+ D¯A
(
h¯rrD¯Bh¯
AB
)
+
1
4
D¯C h¯ABD¯
C h¯AB − 1
2
D¯Ah¯
ABD¯C h¯
C
B +
1
4
D¯Ah¯D¯
Ah¯
+D¯A
(
h¯D¯Bh¯
AB + h¯ABD¯C h¯
C
B
)]
. (D.13)
Turning to the variables kAB, the integral on the 2-sphere in (D.12) can be rewritten as
ˆ
dθdϕ bE(2) =
ˆ
dθdϕ b
[
1√
γ¯
(
1
2
π¯2rr − π¯rrπ¯ + 2π¯rAπ¯rA + π¯ABπ¯AB −
1
2
π¯2
)
(D.14)
+
√
γ¯
(
− 2h¯2rr −
1
2
h¯rr△¯h¯rr + 3k¯AB k¯AB + 3k¯2
+ 4k¯ABD¯AD¯C k¯
C
B + D¯Ak¯D¯
Ak¯ + 2D¯Ak¯
ABD¯C k¯
C
B
+ 4D¯Ak¯D¯B k¯
B
A + 4k¯D¯AD¯B k¯
AB + D¯C k¯ABD¯
C k¯AB
)]
. (D.15)
where π¯ = π¯AA and k¯ = k¯
A
A .
First, let us focus on the terms containing quadratic contributions in the momentum compo-
nents (D.14)
Iπ =
ˆ
dθdϕ
b√
γ¯
(1
2
π¯2rr − π¯rrπ¯ + 2π¯rAπ¯rA + π¯AB π¯AB −
1
2
π¯2
)
. (D.16)
By making use of the parity conditions, we can neglect the odd contributions to (D.16), which
vanish upon integration on the 2-sphere. Thus, up to some integration by parts, (D.16) can be
reduced as follows
Iπ =
ˆ
dθdϕ b
[
− 4(π¯rA)evenD¯AV + 2(π¯AB)oddD¯AD¯BV
]
(D.17)
=
ˆ
dθdϕ
{
4D¯Ab
[
D¯B(π¯
AB)odd + (π¯rA)even
]
+ b
[
4D¯A(π¯
rA)even + 2D¯AD¯B(π¯
AB)odd
]
+ 2D¯AD¯Bb(π¯
AB)odd
}
V . (D.18)
By considering the equation for the boost parameter
D¯AD¯Bb+ γ¯ABb = 0 , (D.19)
and the constraint equation (D.9), the integral (D.18) becomes
Iπ = 4
ˆ
dθdϕ
{
D¯Ab
[
D¯B(π¯
AB)odd + (π¯rA)even
]
+ b
[
D¯A(π¯
rA)even − π¯odd]} ≈ 0 , (D.20)
which vanishes by virtue of (5.3) and (5.4).
Now, we can focus in the remaining part (D.15), which is quadratic in the fields h¯rr, k¯AB and
their derivatives. We can immediately neglect the terms that are quadratic in h¯rr, which turn out
to be odd (multiplied by the odd term b), and then vanish upon integration. Decomposing into
parity components the field k¯AB according to (D.6), using the constraint equation (D.10), and
integrating by parts, we get that
ˆ
dθdϕ bE(2) = 2
ˆ
dθdϕ
√
γ¯
{
D¯Ab
(
D¯Ak¯even − [△¯, D¯A]k¯even
)
+ b
(
D¯A[△¯, D¯B](k¯AB)even + [D¯A, △¯]D¯B(k¯AB)even
)}
U . (D.21)
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The first term in (D.21) vanishes by virtue of the identity [△¯, D¯A]k¯even = D¯Ak¯even on the unit
2-sphere. For the second term we make use of the commutators
[△¯, D¯B](k¯AB)even = 2D¯Ak¯even − 3D¯B(k¯AB)even , (D.22)
[D¯A, △¯]D¯B(k¯AB)even = D¯AD¯B(k¯AB)even . (D.23)
We then obtain that (D.21) reduces to
ˆ
dθdϕ bE(2) = −2
ˆ
dθdϕb
[
D¯AD¯B(k¯AB)
even − △¯k¯even] , (D.24)
which is clearly zero since the condition (D.10) holds. Thus, the potential logarithmic divergence
is actually also absent in the bulk integral for the boost generator.
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